between the median G+C-strand ECTR DNA molecule length and the number of nuclear core-localized centromere DNA foci in GM847, VA13 and U2OS ALT cells. Cells are classified into G1-, S-and G2-phase enriched fractions through their nuclear core-localized centromere DNA foci counts. The cell nucleus with the fewest nuclear corelocalized centromere DNA foci defines the lower G1-phase boundary, while the nucleus with the most defines the upper G2-phase boundary. The lower G2-phase boundary is estimated to be twice the number of centromere DNA foci counted in the lower G1-phase boundary defining nucleus. In a similar fashion, the upper G1-phase boundary is estimated to be half the number of centromere DNA foci counted in the upper G2-phase boundary defining nucleus. Median bars for G1-and G2-enriched populations are displayed. 
